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ŽThis paper presents conditions for openness with linear rate or, equivalently, for
.metric regularity of continuous mappings that possess certain convexity properties.
Convex continuous functions on a Banach space are proved to be open with
linear rate around each point that is not a minimum point. For continuous
mappings that are convex with respect to a normal cone in a finite dimensional
Banach space as image space, a sufficient condition for openness with linear rate is
given. Special cases are treated: For Frechet-differentiable cone]convex mappings,Â
the surjectivity of the derivative is proved to be equivalent to openness with linear
rate. Finitely generated cones lead to a sufficient condition for openness with
linear rate that simplifies practical use.
A tangency formula of Lyusternik-type is set up for mappings that are open with
linear rate, and is applied to cone]convex mappings. Q 1998 Academic Press
Key Words: openness with linear rate; metric regularity; convex function;
cone]convex mapping; open mapping theorem; contingent cone; Lyusternik
theorem.
1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xLyusternik 16 in 1934 and Graves 10 in 1950 described the tangential
subspace to the level set of a C1-mapping between two Banach spaces at a
w x w x w xpoint where the derivative is surjective. Later, e.g., in 4 , 19 , 24 , and
w x26 , tangential cones to the inverse images of certain sets, as for instance
convex cones or convex sets, were investigated. Generalized even more,
tangential cones to the inverse image of certain subsets at a given point in
the graph of a set-valued mapping were studied in recent years.
In this connection openness with linear rate became a fundamental
Žconcept. Its properties and relations to other concepts e.g., to metric
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. w x w x w x w x w x w x w xregularity were investigated for instance in 1 , 2 , 3 , 12 , 20 , 21 , 22 ,
w xand 23 . A calculus for tangential cones with the help of these concepts
w x w x w x w x w xcan be found, e.g., in 1 , 2 , 18 , 19 , and 20 . Implicit function theorems
w xand applications to optimization problems were proved, for instance, in 2 ,
w x w x w x w x w x6 , 8 , 11 , 13 , and 22 .
Concerning conditions for openness with linear rate, Banach's open
mapping theorem, the stability of openness with linear rate under higher-
w x w x w xorder perturbations 7 , and results in 14 and 15 and their references are
important.
The aim of the present paper is to supply conditions for openness with
linear rate under certain convexity hypotheses on the mapping. The main
result, Theorem 1 in Section 2, states that each convex continuous function
on a Banach space is open with linear rate around each point that is not a
minimum point of this function. A corresponding result that can be
w x w xderived from results in 1 and 17 requires the underlying Banach space
to be finite dimensional.
For cone]convex and continuous mappings between two Banach spaces,
where the image space is finite dimensional and ordered by a normal cone,
a sufficient condition for openness with linear rate is deduced in Section 3.
If, in addition, the mapping is Frechet-differentiable at the consideredÂ
point then this condition is also necessary, and the derivative is surjective.
This is the subject of Section 4.
In Section 5, a Lyusternik-type theorem for mappings that are open with
linear rate is proved and applied to convex functions and cone]convex
mappings.
The following notation is used throughout the paper.
Let all spaces X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces. B denotes the respective
closed unit ball and so x q t B is the closed ball with radius t around x.
The topological dual of a space X is written as X*.
 Ž .Given a mapping F: X “ Y we write ker F for the set x g X : F x s
4  Ž . 40 , and im F for the set y g Y: ’ x g X such that F x s y .
A cone in X is a nonempty subset K ; X that contains with an x g X
Ž .all multiples a x for a G 0. The nonnegati¤e polar cone of a cone K in X
 Ž . 4is defined by K8 s x* g X*: x* x G 0 ; x g K . A mapping F: X “ Y
is K-convex with respect to a cone K ; Y if y*( F is convex for each
y* g K8.
A cone K in X is said to be normal if there exists a number d ) 0 such
5 5 5 5 5 5that x , x g K, x s x s 1 implies x q x G d . The polar cone1 2 1 2 1 2
K8 of a normal cone K in a finite dimensional space X is reproducing in
X*; that is, K8 y K8 s X*.
The main concept of this paper, openness with linear rate, was originally
a concept for set-valued mappings. However, the intention of investigating
mappings as noted above suggests a restriction to a single-valued version.
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2. THE MAIN RESULT
The well-known concept of openness of a mapping F: X “ Y describes
a type of ``local surjectivity condition.'' In the sequel we will deal with
openness with linear rate; this is another, more restrictive, way to specify a
concept of local surjectivity.
DEFINITION 1. F is said to be open with linear rate around x g X if0
there exist numbers t ) 0 and c ) 0 such that for each x g x q t B0 0 0
w xand for each t g 0, t 0
F x q t B ; F x q ct B .Ž . Ž .
holds.
Openness with linear rate always implies openness; the converse is not
true in general. However, linear operators provide an example where the
two concepts are equivalent. Remember furthermore that Banach's open
mapping theorem states the equivalence of surjectivity and openness for
continuous linear operators between Banach spaces.
Theorem 1 is a characterization of openness with linear rate for continu-
Ž . Ž .ous convex functions. The equivalence of either of conditions i and ii to
openness at x is an easily checked consequence.0
THEOREM 1. Let F: X “ R be con¤ex and continuous, and let x g X be0
arbitrary. Then the following properties are equi¤alent:
Ž .i x is not a minimum point of F;0
Ž .ii F is open with linear rate around x .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The implication ii « i being obvious, it remains to verify i « ii .
This is done in two steps. First, a result on convex functions on the real
Ž .axis is derived Lemma 1 , and this is then applied to certain parametrized
restrictions of F.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let f : R “ R be con¤ex, and let f 0 ) f 1 . Then the
inclusion
f 0 q t B ; f ct BŽ . Ž .
w Ž . Ž .x Ž Ž . Ž ..holds for each t g 0, f 0 y f 1 , where c s 1r f 0 y f 1 .
Proof. A geometric interpretation of convexity means: For points in the
w xinterval 0, 1 , the graph of f lies above or on the chord through the points
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..0, f 0 and 1, f 1 ; outside this interval the graph lies above or on this
chord. Strictly speaking, since the chord mentioned has slope y1rc, for an
w xarbitrary a g 0, 1 there holds
a a
f a F f 0 y F f 0 q F f ya .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
c c
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As f , being a convex function on R, is continuous, the intermediate value
theorem yields
a
f 0 q B ; f aB .Ž . Ž .
c
w xBy substituting t [ arc and observing that a g 0, 1 was arbitrary we get
Ž . Ž . w x w Ž . Ž .xf 0 q t B ; f ct B for each t g 0, 1rc s 0, f 0 y f 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1. We show i « ii . For simplicity assume F x s0
Ž .0 and fix a point x such that F x - 0. As F is locally Lipschitz around1 1
1w 5 5 x Ž . Ž .x , there exists a number g g 0, x y x r2 such that F x ) F x for0 0 1 14
all x g x q g B. Fix an arbitrary such x. The function g : R “ R defined0 x
Ž . Ž Ž ..by g t s F x q t x y x is convex. We havex 1
1g 0 s F x G F x ) F x s g 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x 1 1 x4
Ž Ž . Ž ..Hence, applying Lemma 1 to g we obtain that with c s 1r g 0 y g 1x x x x
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xthe inclusion g 0 q t B ; g c t B holds for each t g 0, g 0 y g 1 .x x x x x
Ž . Ž .Since g 0 q t B s F x q t B andx
g c t B s F x q c t x y x , x y c t x y xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x x 1 x 1
5 5; F x q c x y x t BŽ .x 1
w Ž . Ž .xhold, we get for each t g 0, g 0 y g 1 the inclusionx x
5 5F x q t B ; F x q c x y x t B . 1Ž . Ž .Ž .x 1
Ž . Ž .Finally, we derive uniform lower and upper bounds for g 0 y g 1 andx x
5 5c x y x , respectively, when x varies in x q g B, by Lemma 1:x 1 0
3
< <g 0 y g 1 s F x y F x G f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x 1 14
1
5 5 5 5c x y x s x y xx 1 1g 0 y g 1Ž . Ž .x x
5 5 5 5 5 5x y x q x y x x y x1 0 0 0 1F F 2 .3 < < < <F x F xŽ . Ž .1 14
3 < Ž . <4 5 5 < Ž . <Define t s min g , F x and c s 2 x y x r F x . Then relation0 1 0 1 14
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 allows us to write F x q t B ; F x q ct B for each x g x q t B0 0
w xand each t g 0, t .0
Remark. The preceding statements remain true for extended convex
 4functions F: X “ R j ‘ if it is assumed that x g int Dom F and F is0
Žcontinuous at some point in int Dom F. Here int Dom F denotes the
.interior of the effective domain of F.
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3. CONE]CONVEX MAPPINGS
For cone]convex mappings a completely different approach based on a
w xresult of Jourani and Thibault 14 yields a sufficient condition for open-
ness with linear rate around a point. We use their result in an adapted
version involving the Clarke generalized gradient. For a locally Lipschitz
Ž .function f : X “ R, the Clarke directional derivative f8 x; ¤ at x in
direction ¤ is defined as
f x9 q t¤ y f x9Ž . Ž .
f8 x ; ¤ s lim sup ,Ž .
tx9“x , t x0
Ž .and the Clarke generalized gradient › f x ; X* is the setc
› f x s x* g X*: x* ¤ F f8 x ; ¤ ;¤ g X . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .c
If f is convex and continuous, we have
f x q t¤ y f xŽ . Ž .
f8 x ; ¤ s f 9 x ; ¤ s limŽ . Ž .
ttx0
and
› f x s › f x s x* g X*: x* ¤ F f 9 x ; ¤ ;¤ g X , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c
Ž . w x› f x being the con¤ex subdifferential of f in x. For details see 5 .
Jourani and Thibault prove:
w xTHEOREM 2 14 . Let Y be a finite dimensional Banach space and let F:
X “ Y be locally Lipschitz around x . Suppose that the following regularity0
condition holds at x g X :0
5 5; y* g Y *, y* s 1 « 0 f › y*( F x . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .c 0
Then F is open with linear rate around x .0
Ž .From now on we suppose that the following general assumption 3 is
satisfied:
Y is finite dimensional;
K is a closed, convex, and normal cone in Y ;
3Ž .F : X “ Y is continuous at a given x and is K-convex.0
For simplicity, set x s 0 and assume that F x s 0.Ž .0 0
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These assumptions are designed in such a way that Theorem 2 can be
applied to F. Using a result of Robinson, we obtain:
w xLEMMA 2 22 . F is locally Lipschitz around x .0
Proof. Normality of K implies that K8 is reproducing in Y *, i.e.,
Y * s K8 y K8. Thus, K8 has an interior point. Application of Theorem 5
w xin 22 yields the assertion.
We impose the following regularity condition:
For all yU , yU g K8 satisfying yU / l yU for all l G 0,1 2 1 2
there exists an x g X such that 4Ž .
U Uy ( F x - 0 and y ( F yx F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .THEOREM 3. Assume that condition 4 is satisfied. Then F is open with
linear rate around x s 0.0
Ž . Ž .Proof. We show that 4 implies 2 ; the assertion then follows from
U U 5 5Theorem 2. Take an arbitrary y g Y with y* s 1. Since K8 is repro-
ducing, three cases are possible:
U U U Ž .1. y* g K8. Set y s y , y s 0, and x according to 4 . Since1 2 1
U Ž . Ž .y ( F is convex, we obtain y*( F 8 x ; x - 0. This implies 0 f0 1
Ž .Ž .› y*( F x .c 0
U U Ž .2. y* g yK8. Set y s yy*, y s 0, and x according to 4 . Then1 2 1
y*( F 8 x ; yx s yyU ( F 8 x ; yx s yU ( F 8 x ; x - 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
Ž U .Ž .implies 0 f › y ( F x .c 0
U  . U U U U U3. y f K8 j yK8 . Here, y* s y y y , where y , y g K8, y /1 2 1 2 1
U U U Ž .y , and both y , y nonzero. With x according to 4 , we get 0 f2 1 2 1
Ž .Ž .› y*( F x byc 0
y*( F 8 x ; x F yU ( F 8 x ; x q yyU ( F 8 x ; xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1
s yU ( F 8 x ; x q yU ( F 8 x ; yx - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 2 0 1^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
- 0 F 0
EXAMPLE 1. For convex functions in the usual sense, i.e., with Y s R
and K s R , elements yU , yU g K8 s R satisfy yU / l yU for all l G 0q 1 2 q 1 2
U U Ž .if and only if y / 0 and y s 0. Thus 4 reduces to the condition for1 2
Žconvex functions that was investigated in the previous section recall that
Ž . .we assume F x s 0 :0
There exists an x g X such that F x - 0.Ž .1 1
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Ž .For dim Y ) 1, condition 4 is of more theoretical interest since, in
general, an infinite number of pairs yU , yU g K8 has to be investigated.1 2
The special case of finitely generated K allows us to derive more handy
Ž .variants of 4 .
The Cone Being Finitely Generated
Assume that K is finitely generated; i.e., K is the conic hull of finitely
many elements of Y. Then K8 is also finitely generated, say by a subset H
Ž w x .of K8 for a proof, see, e.g., 25 ; remember that Y has finite dimension .
Ž .Suppose that 0 f H. We will consider below the following condition 5 :
For each two disjoint subsets H X , HY ; H with
card H9 j H0 F dim Y q 1, there exists an x g X such thatŽ .
5Ž .Uy*( F x - 0 for all y* g H9 and y ( F yx F 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all y* g H0 .
Ž .THEOREM 4. Let K be finitely generated. Assume that condition 5 is
satisfied. Then F is open with linear rate around x s 0.0
Ž . 5 5Proof. We show that 4 is satisfied. For each z* g Y * with z* s 1
there exists a subset H of H such that card H F dim Y q 1 and z* s0 0
U Ž w x.UÝ l y by Caratheodory's theorem see, e.g., 25 . Define the dis-Ây g H i ii 0
joint sets
 U 4H s y : l ) 0 ,1 i i
 U 4H s y : l - 0 .2 i i
We consider two cases.
Ž .1. H / B. Fix an element x g X that satisfies 5 for H9 s H ,1 1 1
Ž . Ž .H0 s H . Convexity of each of the y*( F then leads to y*( F 8 x ; x -2 0 1
Ž . Ž .0 for each y* g H , and y*( F 8 x ; yx F 0 for each y* g H . Hence1 0 1 2
z*( F 8 x ; x F l yU ( F 8 x ; xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 1 i i 0 1
igH0
s l yU ( F 8 x ; xŽ . Ž .Ý i i 0 1
igH1
q yl yU ( F 8 x ; yx .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i 0 1
igH2
Ž U . Ž . Ž .Ž .Thus y ( F 8 x ; x is negative, which yields 0 f › y*( F x .0 1 c 0
Ž .2. H s B. By 5 with H9 s H and H0 s B there is an x g X1 2 1
such that
y*( F x - 0 ; y* g H .Ž . Ž .1 2
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Ž .Ž .The proof is completed with 0 f › y*( F x byc 0
z*( F 8 x ; yx F l yU ( F 8 x ; yxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 1 i i 0 1
Uy gHi 2
s yl yU ( F 8 x ; xŽ . Ž .Ý i i 0 1
Uy gHi 2
s yl yU ( F 8 x ; x - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i 0 1
U ^‘_^ ‘ _y gHi 2
) 0 - 0
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. The following condition 6 is equi¤alent to condition 5 :
For each two disjoint subsets H9, H0 ; H with
card H9 j H0 F dim Y q 1, there exists an x g X such thatŽ .
6Ž .
y*( F x - 0 for all y* g H9 and y*( F yx - 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all y* g H0 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. We show that 5 implies 6 . For given H9, H0 let x be
Ž . Ž .according to 5 . Furthermore, from 5 with H0 in place of H9 and B in
Ž .Ž .place of H0, conclude the existence of a ¤ g X such that y*( F y¤ - 0
Ž .for all y* g H0. By the convexity of each y9( F, x q t¤ satisfies 6 for
sufficiently small t ) 0.
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be a Banach space, let Y s R2, and let K be the
2 Ž n n* .cone of natural order in R . Then K8 s K. We identify R and R . The
mapping F: X “ R2 is cone]convex if and only if the component func-
tions F , F of F are convex. Assume there exist elements x , x such that1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .i F x - 0 and F x - 0,1 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii F x - 0 and F yx - 0.1 2 2 2
 1 24 iThen, according to Theorem 4 with H s e , e , where e denotes the ith
Ž .unit vector i s 1, 2 , F is open with linear rate around 0.
EXAMPLE 3. Let F: X “ R n be cone]convex with respect to the
n i Ž .natural order cone in R . Choose as H the set of vectors e i s 1, . . . , n .
Then Theorem 4 allows a check whether F is open with linear rate around
0 by checking the existence of 2 ny1 points.
Â4. FRECHET-DIFFERENTIABLE
CONE]CONVEX MAPPINGS
Ž .In this section the general assumption 3 of the previous section holds
continually. In addition to this, F is assumed to be Frechet-differentiableÂ
Ž .from here on written differentiable for short at x . Then the sufficient0
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Ž .condition 4 for openness with linear rate can be proved to be necessary
as well. However, this is a by-product of another, more concise result.
The following lemmata are used in the proof of Theorem 5.
LEMMA 4. Let F: X “ Y be continuous and open with linear rate around
Ž .x , and let G: Y “ Z be open with linear rate around F x . Then G( F is0 0
open with linear rate around x .0
Ž .Proof. There exist constants t ) 0 and c ) 0 i s 1, 2 such thati i
w xF x q t B ; F x q c t B ; x g x q t B , ;t g 0, t , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 1
t
w xG y q B ; g y q t B ; y g F x q t B , ;t g 0, t . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 2c2
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, for some constant t ) 0 we have F x q t B ; F x q3 0 3 0
 4t B by the continuity of F. With t s min t , t , t , for each x g x q2 4 1 2 3 0
Ž .t B the inclusion in 7 yields4
w xG F x q t B ; G( F x q c t B ;t g 0, t . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xAs F x g F x q t B because t F t for all t g 0, t the inclusions0 2 4 3 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .8 with y s F x and 9 can be combined. Transforming variables, we
obtain
t4
G( F x q t B ; G( F x q c c t B ;t g 0, .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 c2
 4Thus G( F is open with linear rate around x with t s min t , t rc0 0 4 4 2
and c s c c .0 1 2
Recall that the mapping F is said to be strictly differentiable at x with0
Ž . Ž .derivative =F x g L X, Y if for each e ) 0 there exists some d ) 00
such that x , x g x q dB implies1 2 0
5 5 5 5F x y F x y =F x x y x F e ? x y x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 0 1 2 1 2
Notice that a strictly differentiable mapping is differentiable.
LEMMA 5. Let F: X “ Y be strictly differentiable at x with deri¤ati¤e0
Ž .=F x . Then the following are equi¤alent:0
Ž .i F is open with linear rate around x ;0
Ž . Ž .ii =F x is surjecti¤e.0
w xProof. This is a direct consequence of Dontchev's theorem 1.4 in 7 ,
which reads: A continuous mapping G is open with linear rate around x if
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and only if the sum G q G , where G is an arbitrary strictly differen-0 0
tiable mapping with derivative 0, is open with linear rate around x.
Continuous convex functions allow a very simple characterization of
strict differentiability.
w xLEMMA 6 9 . Let f : X “ R be a con¤ex continuous function on a
normed space X. Then the following properties are equi¤alent:
Ž .i f is differentiable at x ;0
Ž .ii f is strictly differentiable at x .0
For K-convex differentiable mappings we do not show strict differentia-
bility. But, the mentioned property for the scalarizations y*( F suffices to
prove Theorem 5.
THEOREM 5. Assume that F is K-con¤ex and differentiable at x with0
Ž .deri¤ati¤e =F x . Then the following properties are equi¤alent:0
Ž .i F is open with linear rate around x ;0
Ž . Ž .ii =F x is surjecti¤e.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i « ii . Assume that =F x is not surjective. Then0
Ž Ž ..im =F x is a proper linear subspace of Y; it is closed as Y is finite0
dimensional. By the Hahn]Banach theorem, there exists a yU g Y U such0
5 U 5 Ž . U Uthat y s 1 and im =F x ; ker y . The function y ( F is differen-0 0 0 0
tiable at x with0
= yU ( F x s yU (=F x s 0. 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
On the other hand, yU ( F is open with linear rate around x by Lemma 4.0 0
Furthermore, as yU ( F is the difference of functions yU ( F and yU ( F0 1 2
Ž U U U U U .note that y s y y y for certain y , y g K8 , both of them being0 1 2 1 2
Ž .convex and differentiable and hence strictly differentiable by Lemma 6 ,
U Ž U .Ž .y ( F is strictly differentiable. Thus, by Lemma 5, = y ( F x / 0. This0 0 0
Ž .contradicts 10 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . U Uii « i . We prove that 4 is satisfied. Choose elements y , y g K81 2
Ž . Ž U .Ž .according to 4 . We have to find an x g X such that y ( F x - 0 and1
Ž U .Ž .y ( F yx F 0.2
U Ž U .Ž .If y s 0 then y ( F yx F 0 holds for each x g X. By the openness2 2
U Ž U .property of y ( F note that y / 0; apply Lemma 4 and Theorem 11 1
Ž U .Ž .there exists an x g X such that y ( F x - 0.1
U U Ž .If y / 0 then each of the f s y ( F i s 1, 2 has a nonzero derivative2 i i
Ž . U Ž . Ž .=f x s y (=F x . The surjectivity of =F x implies further thati 0 i 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .=f x is not a positive multiple of =f x . In fact, =f x s l=f x1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0
U U U U .with l / 0 would imply y s l y , contradicting the choice of y , y .1 2 1 2
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Hence there exists an x such that
=f x x - 0 and =f x x ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 2 0
Ž .For sufficiently small t ) 0, 4 is satisfied with tx in place of x.
5. APPLICATIONS
w xWe supply a theorem by Borwein and Zhuang 3 concerning the
Ž .existence and stability of solutions to the equation y s F x near x and0
Ž . Ž .y s F x , respectively. Here we drop assumption 3 of Section 3.0 0
w xTHEOREM 6 3 . Let F: X “ Y be a mapping between the Banach spaces
X and Y. Assume that F is continuous in a neighborhood of x g X. Then the0
following properties are equi¤alent:
Ž .i F is open with linear rate around x .0
Ž .ii F is metrically regular around x ; that is, there exist e ) 0 and0
Ž .k ) 0 such that, for each x g x q eB and each y g f x q eB,0 0
Ž y1Ž .. Ž Ž ..d x, F y F k ? d y, F x holds.
This result shall be used to approximate level sets of mappings. For
instance, optimization problems involve such approximations, called
``tangential directions,'' in the necessary optimality condition ``No tangen-
tial direction to the feasible set is a descent direction of the object
function.''
We define as tangential directions to a closed set M at x g M the0
Ž .elements of the contingent cone T M, x , whereby0
¤ g T M , x if and only if there exist sequencesŽ .
t x0 and ¤ “ ¤ such that x q t ¤ g M for all n g N.n n n n
Recall the one-sided Hadamard directional derivative
F x q t¤ 9 y F xŽ . Ž .0 0
F9 x ; ¤ s lim .Ž .0 X t¤ “¤
tx0
Ž .Theorem 7 associates the mapping F9 x ; ? : X “ X with the tangential0
directions of F at x .0
THEOREM 7. Let F: X “ Y be open with linear rate around x g ker F0
Ž . Ž .and assume that F9 x ; ¤ exists for each ¤ g X. Then T ker F, x s0 0
Ž .ker F9 x , ? holds.0
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Ž .Proof. Assume ¤ g T ker F, x . There exist sequences ¤ “ ¤ and0 n
t x0 such that x q t ¤ g ker F for each n g N. We obtain ¤ gn 0 n n
Ž .ker F9 x , ? by0
F x q t¤ 9 y F xŽ . Ž .0 0
F9 x , ¤ s limŽ .0 t¤ 9“¤
tx0
F x q t ¤ y F xŽ . Ž .0 n n 0s lim s 0.
tn“‘ n
Ž .Now assume ¤ g ker F9 x , ? . Choose e ) 0 and k ) 0 according to0
Ž .property ii in Theorem 6. With t s 1rn, x q t ¤ g x q eB holds forn 0 n 0
Ž . Ž .large n g N. Since 0 g F x q eB, ii yields0
5 5d x q t ¤ , ker F F k ? d 0, F x q t ¤ s k ? F x q t ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 n 0 n 0 n
Consequently, there exists some w g ker F such thatn
d x q t ¤ , w F 2k ? F x q t ¤ .Ž . Ž .0 n n 0 n
Ž .Defining ¤ [ w y x rt , we haven n 0 n
w y x q t ¤Ž .n 0 n
5 50 F ¤ y ¤ sn tn
F x q t ¤Ž .0 n n“‘ 6F 2k ? F9 x , ¤ s 0.Ž .0tn
Ž .With t x0 and x q t ¤ s w g ker F, this implies ¤ g T ker F, x .n 0 n n n 0
Remark. The classical Lyusternik theorem, which states that the tan-
gential space of a C1-mapping F: X “ Y at x is the kernel of the0
Ž . Ž .derivative =F x provided =F x is surjective, is a special case of this0 0
result. In fact, F is open with linear rate around x by Lemma 5,0
Ž . Ž . Ž .T ker F, x is the tangential space, and F9 x ; ¤ s =F x ¤.0 0 0
In consequence of Theorem 7 and the considerations in the previous
sections, we display a summary of tangency formulas. Here, F: X “ Y is a
K-convex mapping, where K is a normal cone in a finite dimensional space
Y, and x g ker F.0
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Assumption tangency formula
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .F9 x ; ? : X “ X exists, T ker F, x s ker F9 x ; ?0 0 0
Ž .4 is satisfied
Ž Ž . Ž . .or 5 st 6 for finitely generated K
Ž . Ž .F differentiable at x , T ker F, x s ker =F x0 0 0
Ž .=F x surjecti¤e0
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Y s R this implies existence of F9 x ; ? , T ker F, x s ker F9 x ; ?0 0 0
x not minimal point of F0
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